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双書現代倫理学 1『ニーズ・価値・真理―ウィギンズ倫理学論文集』（勁草書房） 

David Wiggins, Needs, Values, Truth, Oxford University Press. 

 

第三版（3rd edition）・改訂第三版（3rd edition, amended）対照表 
＊訳書は、改訂第三版を底本としている。 

 

“Claims of Need”（「第一章	 ニーズの要求」） 
3rd edition (1998) 3rd edition, amended (2002) 

p. 2（5行目） 
complicated but important too, and what 
validates it is there to 

p. 2（5行目） 
complicated but important and that which 
secures it is there to 

p. 18（第 11節第 1段落 1~2行目） 
Anyone who wants to take needs seriously 
would not be well adviced to deny that such 
occurrences are familiar in 

p. 18（第 11節第 1段落 1~2行目） 
Anyone who wants to take needs seriously 
would be ill adviced to deny that such 
occurrences have been familiar in 

p. 18（第 11節第 1段落 5行目） 
instigate in defiance of local need. For where 
need really was the 

p. 18（第 11節第 1段落 5行目） 
instigate in defiance of local need. Wherever 
need really was the 

p. 20（1行目） 
being placed just as they are placed, escape 
harm without the 

p. 20（1行目） 
escape harm, being placed just as they are 
placed, without the 

p. 20（註 22、下から 9~8行目） 
abdicated king in Lear’s position needed such 
a retinue – and, to judge by what happened to 
him, much else besides. 

p. 20（註 22、下から 9~8行目） 
abdicated king in Lear’s position needed such 
a retinue – and much else besides, to judge by 
what happened to him. 

p. 21（11行目） 
Of course every necessary condition of a 
possible state of 

p. 21（11行目） 
No doubt every necessary condition of any 
possible state of 

p. 24（下から 12~10行目） 
I have singled him out here as one who is 
explicitly  hostile in principle to that way of 
making claims upon society. But what we may 
now suspect is that the 

p. 24（下から 12~10行目） 
I have introduced him here as one who is 
explicitly  hostile in principle to that way of 
making claims upon society. But he leads us to 
the thought that the 

p. 25（第 14節第 1段落 7行目） 
where we have come from, before moving 
further forward. 

p. 25（第 14節第 1段落 7行目） 
where we have come from, before trying to 
advance. 

p. 28（下から 13~12行目） 
several ways of seeing that, as such, they are 
not. I shall offer two considerations. 

p. 28（下から 13~12行目） 
several ways of seeing that, simply as such, 
they are not. I shall offer two considerations. 

p. 30（第 1段落、下から 5~4行目） 
expectation that wherever rights are 
themselves formulated in terms of needing as 
such equal needs for φwill import equal 

p. 30（第 1段落、下から 5~4行目） 
expectation that, wherever rights are 
themselves formulated in terms of needing as 
such, equal needs for φwill import equal 

p. 30（第 16節第 1段落 4行目） 
positive answer to be offered to that question 
will depend on 

p. 30（第 16節第 1段落 4行目） 
positive answer I shall offer to that question 
will depend on 

p. 30（第 16説第 1段落、下から 4~1行目） 
justice will be justice as the custodian and 
distributor of public goods. 

p. 30（第 16説第 1段落、下から 4~1行目） 
justice will be justice as the custodian and 
distributor of goods the state disposes. 
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p. 33（下から 7~5行目） 
interests simply sacrificed for the sake of 
some larger public good. What sustains and 
regulates or adjusts a social morality and what 
rebuts objections to it, must be something 

p. 33（下から 7~5行目） 
interests sacrificed simply for the sake of 
some larger public good. That which sustains 
and regulates or adjusts a social morality and 
rebuts objections against it, must be something 

p. 34（下から 13行目） 
In a very general way it is a posteriori. 

p. 34（下から 13行目） 
In a general way it is a posteriori. 

p. 35（註 42、下から 7行目） 
to, and also respect the status as a morality of 
what it is as if we should have chosen? 

p. 35（註 42、下から 7行目） 
to, and also respect the status as a morality of 
what it is as if we should have chosen? 

p. 36（第 19節第 1段落 3~4行目） 
But consideration of what it takes to ensure 
their persistence in the real world is certain to 
lend colour to an 

p. 36（第 19節第 1段落 3~4行目） 
But consideration of everything it takes to 
ensure their persistence in the real world 
surely adds weight to an 

p. 36（第 19節第 2段落 3行目） 
generates are familiar enough. What will be 
noted, however, is 

p. 36（第 19節第 2段落 3行目） 
generates are familiar enough. The thing to 
note, however, is 

p. 36（第 19節第 2段落 6~7行目） 
we still have no general vindication of the 
force of serious needs claims as such. 

p. 36（第 19節第 2段落 6~7行目） 
we still have no general vindication of the 
force of serious needs claims as such. 

p. 40（第 20節、下から 3~1行目） 
they needed for self-sufficiency. – Or on pain 
of the State’s finding itself forced to subdue 
these people by methods that will in the end 
subvert morality itself. 

p. 40（第 20節、下から 3~1行目） 
they needed for self-sufficiency. – Or else on 
pain of the State’s finding itself forced to 
subdue these people by methods that will in 
the end subvert morality itself. 

p. 44（14行目） 
need of the Principle of Limitation are almost 
never the rich or 

p. 44（14行目） 
need of the Principle of Limitation are only 
rarely the rich or 

p. 51（下から 2行目） 
keeper and distributor of public goods. 

p. 51（下から 2行目） 
keeper/distributor/creator of benefits. 

p. 54（下から 11行目） 
that we have subsumed under phases one and 
two. And there is 

p. 54（下から 11行目） 
that we have subsumed under phases one and 
two. For there is 

p. 55（6行目） 
proper theatre of operation, essentially 
contestably. 

p. 55（6行目） 
proper theatre of operation, however 
essentially contestably. 

p. 55（17行目） 
equality would have been written into a social 
contract drawn 

p. 55（17行目） 
equality would be provided for a social 
contract drawn 

p. 55（28行目）~p. 56（6行目） 
comparison of actual holdings with 
hypothetically just holdings, a baffling and 
multiply counterfactual problem. 
	 So long as one is committed to this approach, 
one will think one has to try to construct a sort 
of model of justice. Our own attempt has been 
quite different – indeed almost opposite in 
intention. We have started out with the 
historical contingency that men live in 
societies, societies being things that we 
discover in existence possessing whatever 
nature they do possess, completing and 
conditioning the lives of men in all sorts of 

p. 55（28行目）~p. 56（6行目） 
comparison of actual holdings with holdings 
that could have been arrived at by procedures 
seconded by Rawlsian social contract. 
	 So long as one is committed to this approach, 
one will think one has to try to construct a sort 
of model of justice. Our own attempt has been 
quite different – indeed almost opposite in 
intention. We have started out with the 
historical contingency that human beings live 
in societies, societies being things we discover 
in existence already possessed of particular 
natures, completing and conditioning human 
lives in divers different ways and manifesting 
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different ways and manifesting different 
degrees of cohesion and consensus. And we 
have then speculated on what it now takes for 
societies that exist by consensus to perpetuate 
themselves on terms and by means that their 
participants can avow to themselves without 
having to unlearn their instinctive capacity to 
recognize other men as conscious subjects and 
objects of reciprocity and interpretation – and 
what it takes for them to continue to do so 
even as the awareness grows among these 
societies’ members of their own power. In this 
consensual, evolutionary approach, the 
philosophy of justice does not have to invent 
and hold up for comparison some 
contractualist (or whatever) ideal polity with 
which reality can be confronted for purposes 
of adjustment and criticism. It has to try to 
draw upon the various potentially divergent 
and discrepant ideas and feelings we already 
have, in order to describe how and to what 
extent historical contingency, and whatever 
other goals besides justice we may pursue, 
will have to be offset by deliberate regulation 
and intervention, sometimes despite men’s 
legitimate expectation, to secure some accord 
with our evolving sense of what it is fair for 
people to be asked to do and endure, with our 
sense of the entitlement that must normally 
accrue to effort or achievement or inheritance 
or settled expectation or whatever, and with 
our untheoretical sense of the relative 
strengths of the various classes of need claims. 
Justice here is only the lack of a certain sort of 
evil. (A theory of it does not need to furnish a 
determinate paradigm for the legal and 
constitutional arrangements of a country.) And 
not only are there many other matters a society 
must concern itself with besides justice (the 
security of the state, economic survival, etc.) 
Not only must these other considerations limit 
how just it is possible to be. But also justice is 
itself a complex and many rooted idea; and it 
can even conflict with itself – or so our 
approach prepares us to expect – in ways for 
which there may be no predetermined mode of 
resolution. 

different degrees of cohesion and consensus. 
And then we have speculated on what it now 
takes for societies that exist by consensus to 
perpetuate themselves on terms and by means 
that their participants can avow to themselves 
without having to unlearn their instinctive 
capacity to recognize others too as conscious 
subjects and objects of reciprocity and 
interpretation – on what it takes for societies 
to continue to do so even as the awareness 
grows among these societies’ members of their 
own power. In this consensual, evolutionary 
approach, the philosophy of justice does not 
have to invent and hold up for comparison 
some contractualist (or whatever) ideal set-up 
with which reality can be confronted for 
purposes of adjustment and criticism. It has to 
try to draw upon the various potentially 
divergent and discrepant ideas and feelings we 
already have, in order to describe how and to 
what extent historical contingency, and all the 
goals that we pursue besides justice, will have 
to be offset by deliberate regulation and 
intervention, sometimes despite legitimate 
expectations, to secure a better accord with 
our evolving sense of what it is fair for people 
to be asked to do and endure, a better accord 
with our sense of the entitlement that must 
accrue to effort or achievement or inheritance 
or settled expectation, and a better accord with 
our untheoretical sense of the relative 
strengths of the various classes of need claims. 
Justice here is the lack of a certain sort of evil. 
(A theory of it does not need to furnish a 
determinate paradigm for the legal and 
constitutional arrangements of a country.) Not 
only are there many other matters a society 
must concern itself with besides justice (the 
security of the state, economic survival, etc.). 
Not only must these other considerations limit 
how just it is possible to be. But also justice is 
itself a complex and many rooted idea; and it 
can even conflict with itself – or so our 
approach prepares us to expect – in ways for 
which there may be no predetermined mode of 
resolution. 
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“Universalizability, Impartiality, Truth”（「第二章	 普遍化可能性、不偏性、真理」） 
3rd edition (1998) 3rd edition, amended (2002) 

p. 68（第 7節第 2段落、下から 5~4行目） 
could, simultaneously with intending to φ, 
will that anyone in like circumstances should 
φ. 

p. 68（第 7節第 2段落、下から 5~4行目） 
could, simultaneously with intending to φ, 
will (or concur) that anyone in like 
circumstances should φ. 

p. 74（下から 14~13行目） 
purposes, that the impartial spectator’s 
eventual verdict is going to depend crucially 
on what moral ideas he has, what 

p. 74（下から 14~13行目） 
purposes, that the impartial spectator’s verdict 
is going to depend crucially on what moral 
ideas he has already, what 

p. 74（下から 4行目） 
izers, we might still abstract his idea dnd 
redeploy it here as 

p. 74（下から 4行目） 
izers, we might still abstract his idea and 
redeploy it here as 

p. 81（註 29） p. 81（註 29）末尾に以下を追加。 
Kant, Grundlegung [430]. 

p. 82（註 30、下から 2~1行目） 
These two requisite circumstances belong 
alone to the sentiment of humanity here 
insisted upon . . .’ 

p. 82（註 30、下から 2~1行目） 
These two requisite circumstances belong 
alone to the sentiment of humanity here 
insisted upon . . .’ (italics supplied). 

p. 84（下から 1行目） 
by conscious subjects. 

p. 84（下から 1行目） 
made by conscious subjects. 

p. 85（第 2段落、下から 3行目） 
to a special principle of allocation, e.g., to ‘to 
each in proportion to the strength of his 

p. 85（第 2段落、下から 3行目） 
to a special principle of allocation, e.g., to ‘to 
each in proportion to the strength of his 

 

“Truth, Invention, and the Meaning of Life”（「第三章	 真理、発明、人生の意味」） 
3rd edition (1998) 3rd edition, amended (2002) 

p. 97（註 9、2行目） 
Sisyphus is the stuff of which the fanatic is 
made. 

p. 97（註 9、2行目） 
Sisyphus is the stuff of which the fanatic, as 
Hare sees him, is made. 

p. 124（20行目） 
indefensible by virtue of the fact that the 
unconstrained 

p. 124（20行目） 
unreasoned by virtue of the fact that the 
unconstrained 

p. 126（第 11節、下から 4行目） 
things?’ But in reality there is no such thing as 
The Good, no such 

p. 126（第 11節、下から 4行目） 
things?’ But really there is no such thing as the 
one good, no such 

p. 134（註 53、下から 3~1行目） 
the eye, so a man has his function. 
Eye:body::man:what? Cf. 1194b12. What is it 
for a man to find some function f that he can 
embrace as his, as giving his life meaning? 
Nature does not declare. 

p. 134（註 53、下から 3~1行目） 
the eye, so a man has his function. Eye:body 
or soul::man:what? Cf. 1194b12. What is it for 
a man to find some function f that he can 
embrace as his, as giving his life meaning? 
Nature does not declare. 

 

“A Sensible Subjectivism?”（第四章	 賢明な主観主義？） 
3rd edition (1998) 3rd edition, amended (2002) 

p. 187（第 3節、下から 1行目） 
appropriate. 

p. 187（第 3節、下から 1行目） 
appropriate. (See further p. 198 below.) 

p. 213（下から 3~1行目） 
‘It would … … the reality of φ-ness.’ 

p. 213（下から 3~1行目） 
It would … … the reality of φ-ness. 

 


